Spontaneous mutation frequencies and spectra in p53 (+/+) and p53 (-/-) mice: a test of the 'guardian of the genome' hypothesis in the Big Blue transgenic mouse mutation detection system.
TSG-p53/Big Blue double transgenic mice offer a powerful tool for examining the effect of a p53 germline mutation on spontaneous somatic mutation in vivo. After sequencing the DNA-binding domain of the lacI gene, we previously reported no differences in mutant frequency between p53 nullizygous (-/-) and p53 wild-type (+/+) mice in liver, spleen and brain. However, jackpot mutations elsewhere in the gene may have obscured a real difference in mutation frequency and the small sample size of mutations not at CpG dinucleotides (n = 23) may have been insufficient to reveal differences in mutation spectra. Herein we have sequenced the entire lacI gene, including the promoter and lacZ operator regions. 123 additional independent mutations have been found including 70 mutations not at CpG sites. The mutation frequency was determined by correcting for jackpot mutations. There were no statistically significant differences in mutation frequency or spectrum between the p53 (+/+) and p53 (-/-) genotypes in any of the three tissues.